
 

 

The Safari & Outdoor Limpopo open took place on 21st June at the Bosveld Jagters shooting range near 

Bela Bela (Warmbaths). 

It was a new venue for us and the location is fantastic for veldskiet, we will hopefully shoot there for a 

long time as it is close to Pretoria and a fantastic venue. 

The day was perfect for shooting coldish in the morning with very little wind, when the sun came out it 

was a perfect warm day. The ladies from Warmbaths had nice coffee and pancakes for the cold morning. 

Safari & Outdoor once again came to the party sponsoring the prizes as well as giving each competitor a 

R100 voucher, Thanks Willem and Stefan you guys are amazing. 

83 competitors entered with 81 taking part on the day.  

There were 2 gong and 4 paper target ranges. 

Range 1  Warthog @ 74m    Wissel baan Stand using tree, Stand freehand, 

       Sit with rest, Sit no rest and Kneel  

Range 2  Springbuck @ 254m   Lie down over log  

Range 3  Impala @ 173m    Sit kneel or stand using 3 poot stokke  

Range 4  Blesbuck @ 149m   Lie down over elbows  

Range 5  Gongs @ 300 255 280 323 356   Over X Bag 

Range 6  Gongs @ 187 236 191 147 209  Sit with or without 2 poot rest 

http://www.sahuntingrifle.co.za/index.php


 

 



 

 



 

Some statistics on the shoot 

There were 81 competitors 49 SAJSV members and 32 non members or visitors. 

The Average score for the 81 competitors was a 567. 

Members shot a average score of 636 and Non members a score of 448. 

Gold Class 28 competitors Highest score 900 average score 741 

Silver Class 13 competitors Highest score 695.5 average score 570 

Bronze Class 7 competitors Highest score 490.2 average score 427 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Range averages were also interesting 

Range 1 Average score 115 Members 126  Visitors 98 

Range 2 Average score 75 Members 95  Visitors 44 

Range 3 Average score 102 Members 108  Visitors 91 

Range 4 Average score 103 Members 115  Visitors 87 

Range 5 Average score 63 Members 81  Visitors 38 

Range 6 Average score 107 Members 121  Visitors 87 

 

As can be seen from the stats the shoot was a good test and according to specification. Well done and 

congratulations to Johannes Schoeman he shot exceptionally well and shot a perfect score of 900. 

All in all the day went very well and the shoot was a great success, Thank you to everyone who 

contributed to making the day such a great success and hope to see you all next year again. 

More Pictures: 

 



 

 



 

 


